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	Regular practice makes perfect - and this is equally true of organic synthesis. Only the numerous and constantly new little tricks and tips make for elegant synthesis. Knowledge of synthesis methods, reactivities, reagents, protective groups and much more is best acquired - and retained - by way of detailed analysis and processing of complex synthesis paths.


	This workbook allows students to easily test and strengthen their own chemical repertoire by way of sixteen new syntheses, including tricycles, macrolides, terpenes, and alkaloids.


	It follows the tried-and-tested concept used in the first volume, although each volume can be read independently of the other. It briefly describes all the target molecules and the relevant synthesis tasks, before going on to classify them into smaller sub-problems that may be solved by the reader using tips given in varying detail.


	In this way, readers can define the degree of difficulty for themselves. The solution section with comments and a comprehensive discussion of the key steps in reaction sequences and their actual application allows a simple check of the student's own strategy. An appendix with references to original syntheses and further literature rounds off the whole.


	Whether prior to an examination, for preparing seminars or for ideas in looking for synthesis strategies, every organic chemist - practicing and ongoing - will profit from reading this workbook.
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6: A Visual Introduction to Digital Photography (book with CD)Focal Press, 2007
If you are an amateur or professional photographer who works with digital images and wants great results fast, this essential, easy-to-follow guide from world-renowned Adobe Photoshop Elements expert Philip Andrews is for you! 

There are countless ways to use Adobes powerful Elements 6 software, and Andrews helps you with the skills to...
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Software Engineering for Internet ApplicationsMIT Press, 2006
This is the textbook for the MIT course ‘‘Software Engineering for Internet
Applications.’’ The course is intended for juniors and seniors in computer
science. We assume that they know how to write a computer program and
debug it. We do not assume knowledge of any particular programming languages,...
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Professional Flash Lite Mobile Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Discover how to create Flash Lite mobile apps from the ground up


	Adobe Flash is an ideal choice for developing rich interactive content for "Flash-enabled" mobile devices; and with this book, you'll learn how to create unique applications with Flash Lite. Through a series of code samples and extensive example...
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Programming Excel  Services (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2007
As an IT pro, you might have already felt the rumble of Excel Services within your IT circles. Or your clients might have gotten wind of something big on the horizon. Either way, the momentum is building, churning, and evolving in a way that will cause significant shifts in the technology that powers Microsoft Office applications. And you need to...
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Pediatric Craniovertebral Junction Diseases: Surgical Management of Craniovertebral Junction Diseases in ChildrenSpringer, 2013

	â€‹This dedicated volume in the series Advances and Technical Standards in Neurosurgery (ATSN) provides a comprehensive approach to diseases of the craniovertebral junction (CVJ) and their management based on the multidisciplinary cooperation of neurosurgeons, anatomists, neuroradiologists, and neuroanesthesiologists. The contributing...
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SystemVerilog Assertions and Functional Coverage: Guide to Language, Methodology and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	This book provides a hands-on, application-oriented guide to the language and methodology of both SystemVerilog Assertions and SytemVerilog Functional Coverage.  Readers will benefit from the step-by-step approach to functional hardware verification, which will enable them to uncover hidden and hard to find bugs, point directly to the...
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